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Abstract 

The Stirling engine has very high potential, but there are still some challenges to overcome 
before it can be commercialised. The engines competitive advantages are that it runs on an 
external heat source that can be renewable, and it has high efficiency. One of the challenges 
to overcome is to identify parameters of why the Stirling engine technology presently is very 
expensive. This project, which was conducted at KTH, creates a new technology price model 
for the Stirling engine with the aim to identify these parameters. 
 
The new technology price model in this project consists of three different aspects: the cost, 
the market and the demand of the Stirling engine. The models that are used for analysing 
these aspects are a cost breakdown, supply and demand and price based pricing. The results 
show that the major cost component of the Stirling engine is the cost for the heat exchanger. 
This is because the heat exchanger requires special materials that can obtain a high 
temperature difference, which is required to achieve high efficiency. Furthermore, the study 
shows that climate changes increase the focus on social and ecological sustainability, which 
decreases the entry barriers for the Stirling engine since the demand of renewable and reliable 
technology increases.   
 
A discussion about the commercialising of the Stirling engine shows that the cost parameters: 
economy of scale, effective supply chain, increased competition and technical advancements 
must be optimised for the production cost to decrease largely. A decreased production cost 
enables the Stirling engine to be commercialised.   
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Nomenclature 

 
Index  Term    Unit  
LCOE  Levelised Cost of Electricity [$/kWh] 
 
 
Abbreviation  Short for            
PV-diagram  Pressure Volume Diagram  
CO2    Carbon dioxide 
CHP  Combined heat power 
GDP  Gross Domestic Product 
$  United States dollar 
€  Euro  
kW  Kilowatt 
MW  Megawatt 
kWe  Kilowatt electrical  
R&D  Research and Development  
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1 Introduction 

The Stirling engine is a heat engine with an external heat source. Although the engine was 
invented over 200 years ago it has significantly higher production cost than other heat 
engines. It is still in its infancy from a commercial standpoint. When commercialising a new 
technical product it is important that the pricing is done correctly. An important step is to 
identify which parameters that affect the price by doing a cost analyse. This report will focus 
on Stirling engines combined with solar energy and with biomass fuel. When identifying the 
price model the Stirling engine is compared to the price trend and cost components for solar 
energy and wind power. 
 

1.1 The Stirling Engine  
The Stirling engine is an engine designed to convert thermal energy into mechanical work and 
then electricity. A standard Stirling engine consists of heat exchangers, pistons, crankshaft, 
rotator, working gas and generator as illustrated in figure 1. The engine needs a temperature 
difference to operate, which is derived by an external heat source. The heat input, from the 
external heat source, is transferred to the working gas at a high temperature inside the Stirling 
cycle. The working gas goes through four processes; isothermal compression, isochoric heat 
addition, isothermal expansion and isochoric heat rejection, which together combine a closed 
cycle shown in figure 3.  The compression and expansion of the working gas force the 
pistons into movement, which activates the rotator. The rotator is connected to the generator 
and through the generator the mechanical work is transformed into electricity. The engine is 
very attractive since it can have any external heat source, including renewable sources such as 
biomass or sun from solar collectors. The fact that the engine enables direct mechanical and 
electrical work it can be a great solution for houses or villages that need heat and power. The 
Stirling engine enables them to be self-sufficient of electricity and heat. (Cleanergy, 2014) 
 
 
 

 
Figure 1. The standard Stirling engine (Stirling Engine Spinoff, 2005)    
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Over the years there has been different versions of the Stirling engine. The ones that are 
commonly used today are the alpha version, which is the simplest engine, and the beta- and 
gamma- configurations, figure 2. They all have the same thermodynamic cycle but different 
mechanical designs and materials, which means that they are in different price ranges. 
(Kongtragool and Wongwises, 2003)  
 

 
Figure 2. The alpha-, beta- and gamma configurations (Kongtragool and Wongwises, 2003) 
 
Within technology the theory and reality often differ, which also is the case for the Stirling 
engine. The area under a PV-diagram can be estimated as the received energy or the obtained 
amount of work. In an ideal Stirling engine there are two constant volume processes, 1à4 
and 2à3 as shown in figure 3. The ellipse in figure 3 represents the practical cycle, which 
compared to the ideal Stirling cycle does not have constant volume processes. The main 
reason for the difference is that the regenerator adds friction to the working gas. Another 
reason is that dead volume, which refers to that not all of the working gas participates in the 
cycle, appears because of clearances, internal heat exchangers and transfer tubes. Therefore 
the ideal Stirling cycle has higher efficiency than the real cycle.  (Kongtragool and Wongwises, 
2003)  
 
High efficiency in a Stirling engine is proportional to high temperature difference between 
the heat input and output. To obtain high heat transfer the material of the heat exchangers on 
the hot side must be made of alloys that will not corrode and can maintain high temperatures. 
(Van Arsdell, 2014).    
 

 
Figure 3. The ideal and practical Stirling cycle (Sunpower, 2013) 
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Although it was almost 200 years since the Stirling engine was invented it has significantly 
higher production costs than other heat engines, which causes an expensive market price and 
therefore lower demand. The engine requires specific materials, which is the main reason that 
the engine is more expensive. There are low cost Stirling Engines but they are small and only 
suitable for small applications. When the power requirement increases, so does the material 
cost, fabrication and maintenance.  Thereby there are very few companies that sell the Stirling 
engine. However, with new research it is possible to overcome the technical challenges with 
the engine, which will increase the demand for the Stirling engine. (Beale, 1984)  
 
The regenerator, that is a heat exchanger, distinguishes a Stirling engine from a closed cycle 
hot air engine. Hot air engines are all heat engines that use temperature change to convert 
thermal energy into mechanical work. The regenerator is used to improve the thermal 
efficiency and conserve the energy. It retains internal heat by recycling the heat from the 
external heat source, which otherwise would leave the engine. The regenerator must provide 
heat transfer capacity with low flow resistance and without a major increase in the dead 
volume, which is a challenge. There are many regenerators with different materials and 
therefore different efficiency and price. (Four Peaks Technologies, 2011) 
 

1.1.1 Stirling Engine with Solar Energy 
The Stirling Engine can use solar energy as the external heat source. The solar collectors have 
a parabolic reflector that concentrates the sunrays into a heat collector as illustrated in figure 
4. The Stirling engine uses the heat, which twins the generator that is producing electricity. 
The energy from the sun is therefore first transformed into heat, then mechanical power and 
at last electricity in the generator. A huge advantage with this combination is that the 
generated electricity is clean and the pollution emissions are almost zero. This solar 
technology is also the system with highest solar to electricity conversion efficiency. 
(Kongtragool and Wongwises, 2003) Despite the efficiency and low impact on the 
environment the engine is not used in a large scale. Since the Stirling Engine from a 
commercial standpoint is in its infancy and since there is a low demand, the engine is very 
expensive. Another disadvantage is that the Stirling Engine combined with solar energy only 
produces electricity when there is sun. Therefore the engine is more profitable in countries 
with many sun hours.   
 

 
Figure 4. A parabolic reflector with a Stirling engine and generator (The Solar Dryer, 2014) 
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1.1.1.1 Case Studies  -  Solar St ir l ing Technology  
There are a few companies producing the Stirling engine combined with solar dishes. Many 
of these companies are only producing prototypes that are being used for R&D, but some 
companies are also offering the possibility to install them for commercialised use.  
 
In 2010 the US Department gave their permission to Tessera Solar and Stirling Energy 
System to build two power plants using Stirling dish technology.  This project did however 
not go through. (Deign, 2012). Stirling Energy System founded the company Tessera Solar in 
2009, with the reason that Tessera Solar would focus on project development, thereby 
making it possible for Stirling Energy System to focus on technology development and 
equipment sales. In the end of 2010 Tessera Solar sold their part to K Road Power due to 
problem with raising money to move the project forward. When K Road Power took over 
the project they chose to not use the Stirling dish technology, which led to Stirling Energy 
System filing for bankruptcy since they no longer had any orders. (Wang, 2010) The reason 
for K Road Power not using the Stirling dish technology was mainly because the Stirling dish 
technology delivers power in the same way as photovoltaic systems, PV. PV systems are solar 
collectors that convert solar radiation into electricity. The PV systems are commonly used for 
solar power plants. They are cheaper and more established than Stirling engines, and 
therefore K Road Power chose to use PV systems for the majority of the project. (Deign, 
2012)  
 
Ripasso Energy is a Swedish company that provides electricity by combining a Stirling engine 
with a parabolic dish. The technology is based on a Stirling engine from Kockum, and 
Ripasso Energy is further advancing the Stirling technology. Ripasso energy is decreasing 
their production costs by using standard manufacturing concepts and a highly experienced 
supply chain originated from high volume productions. Ripasso Energy has developed and 
commercialised the dish-Stirling concept to a cost-efficient and modularised system with 
automatic sun tracking modules. (Ripasso Energy, 2012) 
 
In 2012 Ripasso Energy started to build their first commercial Stirling dish power plant in 
Upington, South Africa. They have modules in operation, which can individually generate 
electricity and then gradually be combined to larger power plants (iECOAfrica , 2012). In 
2012 a 30kW Stirling dish module set a new solar-to-electricity world record of 32%. Ripasso 
Energy believe that the solar conditions in South Africa and Chile can make it possible to 
reach a levelised cost of electricity, LCOE, level less then € 0,1 per kWh for a 30 MW power 
plant. (Ripasso Energy, 2012) LCOE is a commonly used metric for comparing renewable 
technologies. The LCOE evaluates the relative costs for a project and calculates the required 
market price for the electricity sold to make revenues equal costs. (Irena – Solar Power, 2012) 
 
The Swedish company Cleanergy uses alpha-configuration Stirling engines that are 
compatible with gas and solar. In 2011 they delivered their first solar Stirling dish units, 
which consist of solar collector, Stirling engines and generators, to China. In 2012 they 
installed their first demonstration solar power plant with 10 units and a capacity of 100 kW in 
China. Cleanergy believe that after a large-scale commercialisation of the solar plant a unit 
price of $ 0.14 per kWh can be reached. (China Daily Europe, 2012) 
 

1.1.2 Stirling Engine with Biomass Fuel 
Biomass is an organic material made from plants and animals that live of them.  The plants 
absorb energy from the sun and convert it into CO2, which are contained in the plant. This 
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energy can be released by burning the organic material that is turned back into CO2 and 
water. (Conserve Energy Future, 2014)  
 
The Stirling Engine can be combined with biomass fuel and compose a combined heat and 
power system, CHP. Figure 5 illustrates the process; the heat from the external combustion is 
transferred through a hot heat exchanger at high temperatures to the working gas in the 
engine. The temperature reaches a higher level than a Stirling engine with solar collectors. 
Therefore the material requirement is higher for a Stirling engine combined with biomass 
than with solar. The heat from the working gas is converted into work and transferred to the 
heat consumer. The heat that is not converted is transferred into the cooler. When burning 
biomass the energy is released but there are also pollution emissions, waste and ash. The 
particles from the combustion cause problem and decreases the thermal efficiency and 
therefore purification techniques as furnace technology are required. These techniques enable 
the flue gas to be separated from the system, before the heat is transferred to the consumer 
and then recycled. The flue gas passes through an air pre-heater and an economiser that 
reduce the heat loss. (Bios, 2005) 
 

 
Figure 5. Stirling Engine combined with biomass CHP technology (Bios, 2005) 
 

1.1.2.1 Case Studies  –Biomass St ir l ing Technology    
The Stirling engine combined with biomass fuel has not yet been commercialised. There are a 
few companies that are producing prototypes of the Stirling engine combined with biomass 
fuel. These prototypes are used for R&D of the technology.    
 
Genoa Stirling is an Italian company and their business is consulting, design and 
manufacturing of Stirling engines. The company was founded in 2009 and started by 
developing eight 1kWe Stirling engine prototypes. These prototypes have gone to research 
centres and universities all around the world. One of the engines was delivered to the 
University of Pisa where Genoa Stirling had the opportunity to perform a series of tests on 
the engine. These tests let Genoa Stirling to improve their engine and since then they have 
sold five 3kWe Stirling engines to research centres and universities in Europe. Genoa Stirling 
is doing experiments on two of these engines to continue their development of the Stirling 
engine. Genoa Stirlings’ aim is to build a small Stirling engine that can produce enough power 
to make it economically attractive. (Genoa Stirling, 2010)  
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ÖkoFEN is an Austrian company that is combining the Stirling engine with pellet boilers. 
They want to come up with a combination that can be used in family houses and in corporate 
buildings to produce electricity and heat. ÖkoFEN have three pilot plants installed and are 
looking for further projects. The projects are in family houses and the results from these 
projects have given ÖkoFEN inputs on how to improve their technology. ÖkoFEN believes 
that by having a variety of pilot projects and testing different solutions they can reach a best 
practice experience and find the best use of their application. (ÖkoFEN, 2013)  
 

1.2 Energy Market 
To identify the future price of the Stirling engine the market that consists of suppliers and 
customers is being examined. On the energy market there are various alternatives for 
producing heat and electricity but the major substitutes of the Stirling engine are internal 
combustion engines and solar PV devices. These substitutes are both affordable and quite 
effective. (Beale, 1984) The market price influences the demand, but there are also other 
drivers such as social and ecological aspects. These three: economic, social and ecological 
sustainability are the definition of sustainable development.  
 
To achieve a sustainable energy market, governments and countries focus on social and 
ecological improvements by implementing taxes and fees for the use of non-renewable 
energy sources. The level of a countries influence on the energy market is decided by their 
size, technologies and GDP. A country with huge influence on the energy market is China 
due to their high demand for energy. In 2013 China was the largest producer of renewable 
energy technologies and the leading destination for investors, attracting $54,2 billion. In 2013 
global clean energy investments fell for the second year in a row, simultaneously as the 
renewable energy investments in Asia and Oceania grew steadily, see figure 6. The renewable 
energy growth in China depends on their effort to expand energy access, address severe air 
pollution in its major cities and to keep pace with rapid economic and technical development. 
(Pew, 2013)  
 
The Chinese government pledge to cut CO2 emissions per unit of economic output by 45 
percentages before 2020 (Bloomberg, 2013). Government policies provide support to help 
develop renewable energy in its early growth stages. This support can be both subsidies and 
tax reduction. (NREL, 2004) The Chinese government has different programmes that 
support the development of renewable technology. One of these programmes is the Golden 
Sun Programme that provided upfront subsides for demonstration of PV projects between 
2009-2011. This programme aim to promote renewable energy and create a domestic market 
for their manufacturer. Within this programme the government subsidized 50 percentage of 
the investment for solar power projects. (Climate Connect, 2010) This makes China an 
important factor of the utilization and development of renewable energy. Thereby, it is 
important to analyse how the prices of different renewable energy technologies have changed 
after China has entered the market. (Anadon and Qui, 2014)  
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Figure 6.  Total Investment in Clean Energy by Region, 2007-2013 (in US$ billions) (PEW, 2014) 
 

1.2.1 Solar Energy  
The solar PVs that are used today were developed in the late 19th and early 20th centuries. At 
that time the price of the PVs were very expensive due to high production costs. (Jordan, 
2014) But since then the production costs have decreased. The price of the solar PVs have 
decreased from around $77 per Watt of capacity in 1977 to the around $0.74 per Watt of 
capacity in 2013. Since 1977 the price per Watt of capacity installed have decreased by 99% 
and since 2008 by 82%. (Hinckley, 2013) The main driver of this decrease is that the 
manufacturers developed their production of the PVs and could thereby use less energy and 
raw materials. They also improved the installation of the systems. (Shahan, 2013)  
 
The major cost for solar plants is the initial investment cost, it holds for approximately 80% 
of the total cost. The other costs are mainly operation and maintenance costs. The 
investment cost for solar plants is approximately $4600/kW and the LCEO is $0.14-
0.36/kWh, see table 1. (Irena – Solar Power, 2012)  
 
 
 Investment 

cost 2010  
[$/kW] 

Capacity factor 
[%] 

O&M 
[$/kWh] 

LCOE 
[$/kWh] 

Installed 
cost 2015 
[$/kW] 

Solar plant 4600 20 to 25 0.02 to 0.035 0.14 to 0.36 3900 to 4100  
Table 1. Typical and predicted cost and performance for solar plant (Irena – Solar Power, 2012)  
 
 
The investment cost can be broken down into labour, equipment, grid connection and 
cabling, project planning and development. In figure 7 it is shown that the major cost for the 
installation is the cost for equipment, and it holds for about 49% of the total cost. The price 
of the equipment is mainly determined by the cost of the metal, receiver and mirrors. (Irena – 
Solar Power, 2012) 
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Figure 7. Investment cost breakdown for solar PVs. (Irena – Solar Power, 2012) 
 
One large influence on the price development of the solar PV is Chinas’ entering on the 
market. China affected the production price to decrease significantly and today China is the 
largest producer of solar PVs. Not only has China affected the market for the solar energy by 
decreasing the production costs, but also by increasing the supply for the solar energy since 
China has installed a large amount of solar PVs. The increased production of solar PVs in 
China resulted in that the prices decreased by 30% in 2011. The decrease affected many 
manufacturers outside of China negatively. However, the lower price together with 
governmental incentive programs for the solar PVs have lead to a global increase in the solar 
system installation market. (Jordan, 2014) There are many opportunities for further decline in 
the price for solar PVs. Further commercialisation would lead to mass production of 
components, increase the competition and advance the R&D, which would lead to the price 
declining. (Irena – Solar Power, 2012) 
 

1.2.2 Wind Power 
Wind power is one of the fastest growing renewable energy sources, (Botterud and Vilim, 
2014) and between 2001-2011 the average annual growth of installed capacity was 28%. 
Between 2008-2012 the prices of the turbines decreased by 29%. (Shahan, 2013) The main 
driver in the decline in the price was the increased competition among manufacturers, which 
led to lower costs for materials and labour and increased the efficiency. (Bolinger and Wiser, 
2013)  
 
Wind power has no fuel price risk, but the high upfront costs may be a barrier of their 
uptake. The investment cost mainly consists of the cost for the equipment, which is 
dominated by the cost for the wind turbine. The wind turbine represent 64% -84% of the 
total investment cost, see figure 8. In addition to the turbine cost, the investment cost 
consists of: labour, grid connection and cabling and project planning and development. (Irena 
– Wind Power, 2012) 
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Figure 8. Investment cost breakdown for a wind power project. (Irena – Wind Power, 2012) 
 
The cost components vary by country, depending on the competiveness of the local wind 
industry, turbine cost, site requirements and the cost structure in the country. In table 2 the 
installation cost, capacity factor, operations and maintenance and LCOE is shown for 
different regions. In developed countries the investment cost is currently in the range of 
$1850-2200/kW, and in China the investment cost is $1300/kW. China has the lowest 
turbine price, which dominates the investment cost. (Irena – Wind Power, 2012) 
 
 
Wind power Installed 

cost [$/kW] 
Capacity 
factor [%] 

O&M  
[$/kWh] 

LCOE 
[$/kWh] 

Installed cost 
2015 [$/kW] 

China/India 1300 to 1450 20 to 30 n.a 0.06 to 0.11  950 to 1250  
Europe 1850 to 2100 25 to 35 0.013 to 0.025 0.08 to 0.14 1700 to 1950 
North 
America 

2000 to 2200 30 to 45 0.0005 to 0.015 0.07 to 0.11 1800 to 2050 

Table 2. Typical and predicted cost and performance for wind projects (Irena – Wind power, 
2012) 
 
 
China has experienced an increase in wind power installation since 2005, and between 2003-
2009 the average annual increase of wind power installations was 118%. In 2011 China added 
40% of the global total wind installations for that year, and was thereby accounting for 26% 
of the global wind power capacity, see figure 9. The increased capacity from China on the 
wind power market has made China the leading country in wind power utilization and 
development, making China important on the wind power market. Chinas strong position on 
the market for wind power has mainly been driven by governmental polices. (Feng, Li and Li, 
2014) 
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Figure 9. Top ten countries by installed wind capacity 2011. (Irena – Wind Power, 2012) 
 
The key cost components and areas for cost reduction of wind power projects are: wind 
turbines, labour, grid connection and cabling, installation and project planning and 
development. Chinas entering on the wind market led to lower costs of materials, especially 
of the turbine, and increased economic of scale since they increased the wind power capacity. 
By further technical improvements the maintenance and operation costs can decrease. (Irena 
– Wind Power, 2012) 
 

1.2.3 Cost Breakdown of Renewable Technologies 
Renewable technologies such as wind power and solar PV are capital intensive but they have 
no or low fuel costs. Apart from the investment cost the other major cost for renewable 
technology is the operation and maintenances costs. A general breakdown of investment 
costs of renewable technologies is:  
 

• Equipment  
• Labour  
• Project planning and development 
• Grid connection and cabling 

 
Labour costs include the construction costs and project planning and development consist of 
the management, finance and the engineering costs. This is a simplified breakdown that 
excludes the impact of governments’ incentives, taxations, and the benefits of renewable 
energy.  (Irena – Wind Power, 2012) 
 
To achieve significant decrease of LCOE, a reduction in all of the described cost components 
is required. As illustrated in figure 10, the cost reduction of renewable technologies is based 
on technology advancement, economics of scale and competition. If technology 
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advancement increases, such as higher efficiency, the market prices will be pressed down and 
therefore increase economic of scale. When fixed costs are divided by a larger amount of 
products sold the production costs decreases and thereby the market price can decrease, 
making the demand increase. This would lead to a larger market and increase the 
competition, which would pressure the prices down even more. (Fichtner, 2010) This is 
because if there are only one or a few operators offering a product they can form a monopoly 
or oligopoly, which generally causes the price to be higher than the products equilibrium 
price. Therefore with increased competition the price of a product is more likely to decrease 
and be set at its equilibrium price.  
 

 
Figure 10. Technology advancement, economics of scale and competition decrease the costs 
(Fichtner, 2010) 
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2 Problem Statement and Objectives 

The main objective of this report is to create a new technology price model that explains why 
the Stirling engine combined with solar or biomass is very expensive. To achieve this the 
objectives has been divided into partial objectives.  

2.1 Problem Statement 
The Stirling Engine has a high potential but there are still some challenges to overcome 
before it can be commercialised. One of these challenges is to create a new technology price 
model for the Stirling engine, since the technology presently is very expensive.  
 

2.2 Objectives  
Create a new technology price model for the Stirling Engine combined with solar or biomass 
heat sources. To conduct the new technology price model the following partial objectives are 
examined: 

• Conduct a cost breakdown and identify the cost components 
• Identify the suppliers and which technology solutions they offer  
• Study the global energy market with focus on the Stirling engine  

- Understand why some technologies succeed on the energy market  
- Identify the entry barriers for the Stirling engine 

• Identify the customers and analyse their demands and preferences  

3 Method   

The methods used for achieving the objectives are to do background research, conduct 
interviews and using three different models; cost breakdown, supply and demand and price-
based pricing. The aim of the background research is to collect information about previous 
case studies on the energy market and the Stirling engine. Interviews are conducted to 
achieve further knowledge about the Stirling engine, about the market for the engine and 
about the technical parts. The interviews are conducted with companies producing or selling 
the Stirling engine, see appendix 1. 
 

3.1 Conceptual model  
The new technology price model is designed and bounded to examine three different aspects; 
the cost, the market and the demand, see figure 11. The cost of the Stirling engine is 
identified through a cost breakdown where the results indicate the parameters that affect the 
price the most and where a cost reduction is possible. The energy market is analysed by using 
the supply and demand model. By analysing the energy market it is possible to identify what 
is required for a technology to succeed and thereby understand if and where the Stirling 
engine can be commercialised. The demand of the Stirling engine is the third part of the new 
technology price model and is analysed by using the price-based pricing model. By analysing 
the customers’ behaviour it is possible to understand if there is a demand for the Stirling 
engine.  
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Figure 11.  The created New Technology Price model  

3.1.1 Cost Breakdown   
Cost breakdown is a model where the cost is divided into smaller components. This model is 
used to identify potential cost reductions for the Stirling engine. By dividing the engine into 
smaller components the expensive parts of the engine can be identified. To identify the 
important cost components for the investment cost of the Stirling engine a cost breakdown 
of two similar renewable technologies, solar and wind power, is conducted and applied on the 
Stirling engine.  
 

3.1.2 Supply and Demand  
One model that is used in this report is the “supply and demand” relationship. Supply and 
demand is an economic model used for analysing the price of a product in any market. The 
demand curve represents the quantity of a product that people are willing to buy at a certain 
price, and the supply curve represents which quantity of a product suppliers are willing to 
produce to a certain price. The model says that the price of a product will vary until it finds 
its equilibrium price. The equilibrium price is where the supply and demand curves meets, see 
figure 12. (Heakal, 2014) Supply and demand is a model used in this report to understand the 
energy market by analysing the price reduction of other renewable technologies and how 
different parameters affect the equilibrium price. These parameters could be higher installed 
capacity, governmental incentives and increased awareness of climate changes.  
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Figure 12. Supply and demand curves. (Heakal, 2014)   
 

3.1.3 Price-Based Pricing 
The price-based pricing model is a model where the producers set a price according to what 
their customers are willing to pay. The price-based pricing model is used in this report by 
analysing who the customers are, what their preferences are and how their behaviour is 
affected by external factors. External factors could be an increased market price or more 
economical substitutes.   

3.2 Sensitivity Analysis   
The described models are based on different assumptions, which will affect the results. The 
energy market is very complex and difficult to analyse and therefore the created new 
technology price model contains assumptions and boundaries. These boundaries are that it 
focuses on the three aspects: cost, market and demand. Since it consists of assumptions and 
boundaries it is a simplification of the reality. Furthermore this is a new model conducted for 
this report and has not been tested. The approach for using the model is complex and not 
described in detail.  
 
The supply and demand model assume perfect competition on the market and that the 
companies and customers have perfect information before they make any decision. These 
assumptions are not always correct and the results from the model may not be the same as 
the reality. The cost breakdown is based on the cost of other renewable technologies. The 
categories and distribution of the components may differ between technologies since there 
are different conditions and external factors that influence the technologies. The price-based 
pricing model contains assumptions that all people are rational and that they will react in the 
same way by external factors, such as an increased electricity price. The interviews conducted 
with companies that produce and develop the Stirling engine may give angled and subjective 
answers. When conducting the interviews it is also possible to give leading questions.  
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4 Results and Discussion  

When conducting the new technology price model the three models cost breakdown, supply 
and demand and price-based pricing are used. This section presents the results from the 
models, followed by discussion and analysis.  
 

4.1 Cost Breakdown  
The cost breakdown model is used to identify the important cost parameters and areas for 
potential cost reduction for the Stirling engine. The cost of the engine and the initial 
investment cost are divided into smaller components. First the result from the cost 
breakdown of the engine is presented, and then the results from the average investment cost 
breakdown.   
 

4.1.1 Stirling Engine Cost Components 
The price of the Stirling engine differs between electric output and efficiency. In table 3 the 
cost for three different Stirling engines can be found. To identify the important cost 
components of the total cost for the Stirling engine and which that can be reduced, the cost 
of the engine is divided into three parts: one for the heat exchanger, one for the pistons, 
rotator, generator and pipes and one for the absorber for movements, gas, wiring and 
springs, see figure 13. 
 
 
Company Electric output 

[kWe] 
Compatible with Price [$] 

Company A 1 Bio 16500 
Company A 3 Bio 19300 
Company B 3.5 Solar 13000 
Table 3. Three different Stirling engines (Company A, 2014; Company B, 2014)   
 

 
Figure 13. Cost components of the Stirling engine (Company C, 2014; Company D, 2014)  
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The highest cost for both company C and D is the cost for the heat exchanger, this due to 
the special materials necessary when producing the heat exchanger. The materials must be 
able to stand a high temperature difference under high pressure, and the materials that can do 
so are today very expensive. Since the materials used in the engine are very expensive and 
difficult to replace, much of the R&D occurring is focusing on improving the efficiency of 
the engine. By improving the efficiency the engine becomes more competitive since the price 
per installed capacity decreases. The efficiency can be increased by constructing the engine to 
be better sealed so the working gas does not leak, which is a problem today.  According to 
company C and D there is no other single component besides the heat exchanger that has a 
high price.  
 

4.1.2 Cost for Renewable Technologies   
The main cost for renewable energy technologies is the initial investment cost. The 
investment costs of solar PVs and wind power consists of equipment, labour, grid 
connection and cabling, project planning and development, see figure 7 and 8. These costs 
are similarly distributed for solar and wind power.  
 
Since the Stirling engine is also a renewable technology and has the same purpose, to produce 
clean electricity, as solar- and wind power the same distribution of the investment costs, see 
figure 7 and 8, may be used as two different guidelines when identifying the important cost 
parameters of the engine. However, the investment cost of the Stirling engine differs between 
the Stirling engine combined with solar dish technology and biomass fuel.  
 
The objective for the Stirling engine combined with solar dishes is to produce large power 
plants that produce electricity and is connected to the transmission network. Since the 
objective for the Stirling engine combined with solar dishes is the same as for solar energy 
and they have similar technologies, the cost breakdown for the investment cost in figure 7 
can be used as a guideline for doing a cost breakdown for the Stirling engine combined with 
solar dishes. Today, the percentages differ since the equipment and material costs are much 
higher. However, if the engine is commercialised the project planning and development will 
most likely decrease due to technical advantages and economy of scale, see 4.1.3.  
 
The Stirling engine combined with biomass fuel is today only produced as a prototype. The 
aim for both Genoa Stirling and ÖkoFEN is to use a small engine that can be used for 
producing electricity to smaller houses and villages with no electricity connections. This aim 
leads to very low grid connection costs for connecting to the local distribution or 
transmission network. Therefore the grid connection cabling cost will be lower for the 
Stirling engine combined with biomass fuel than for the investment cost of solar and wind 
power.  
 

4.1.2.1 Instal l ed Cost   
During the last few years the cost of the material for solar PVs and wind turbines has 
decreased by approximately 30% (Jordan, 2014; Shahan, 2013). If the cost of material and 
equipment for Cleanergys solar Stirling dish power plant, see table 4, would decrease with the 
same percentage the total installed cost would decrease from $4600 per kW to $3810 per kW, 
see calculatoins below. The price today of $4600 is only possible if the power plant has a 
capacity of 50 MW.  
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Company Capacity 

[MW] 
Installed cost  
[$] 

Installed cost  
[$/ kW] 

30% reduction  
[$/ kW] 

Cleanergy 50 MW 230 000 000*  4600** 3810*** 
Table 4. The installation cost of a solar Stirling dish plant with capacity 50 MW (Vestin, 2014) 
* (Valuta, 2014)  
** 57% of the installed cost is cost of the material  
*** See calculation below  
 

𝑀𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙  𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡 =   0.57 ∗ 4600 =   $2622/kW 
𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡  𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 =   2622 ∗ 0.3 ≈ $790/kW 
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙  𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡 =   4600− 790 =   $3810/kW 

 
 
In table 1 and 2, the predicted installation cost of solar power and wind power for 2015 can 
be found. If the cost of material for Cleanergys solar Stirling plant simultaneously would 
decrease with 30% their cost would be lower than the predicted cost for a solar power plant, 
see figure 15. This indicates that the Stirling engine can be economical competitive compared 
to solar power plants. However, many actors do not believe a 30% decrease in cost of 
material is possible due to the special materials in the heat exchanger (Skutt, 2014). Instead 
there can be a cost reduction due to technical improvements and economy of scale. As 
shown in figure 14 the installed cost of wind is less than for a solar Stirling plant. If the 
installed cost is taken into consideration alone the Stirling will not be competitive to wind 
power. However, if other aspects such as the weather condition are considered the solar 
Stirling plant can be competitive. A solar Stirling plant is more competitive in a country with 
a large amount of sun, while wind power has advantage in countries that are windier.  
 

 
Figure 14. Installed cost today and potential future cost (Irena – Solar Power, 2011; Irena – Wind 
Power, 2011; Vestin, 2014)  
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4.1.3 Cost Reduction through Economy of Scale  
The Stirling engine has many competitors and is in general more expensive. Therefore the 
technical improvements are of major importance for the Stirling engine to be able to compete 
and increase its demand. After improving the technical advantages the next step is to focus 
on economy of scale, see figure 10.  
 
The Stirling engines main fixed costs are the costs for project planning and development 
(Van Arsdell, 2014). By producing a larger amount of engines the costs for project planning 
and development, and other fixed costs can be divided by a larger amount of engines and the 
unit price for the Stirling engine will therefore decrease. Another advantage of economy of 
scale is that if companies that produce the Stirling engine order a larger amount of materials 
they could negotiate better agreements with subcontractors. This since the subcontractors’ 
costs for producing the materials would also be affected by economy of scale and therefore 
decreases.  
 
Ripasso Energy is not accepting any orders if the capacity is below 3MW. By producing a 
power plant under 3MW the price per engine would not be competitive or profitable. Ripasso 
energy also has the possibility to install a power plant of Stirling engines combined with solar 
dishes with an LCOE of $0.14/kWh (Larsson, 2014; Valuta.se, 2010). The LCOE could 
decrease even more for a larger power plant. As illustrated in table 5 this LCOE level is 
competitive compared to the LCOE levels for solar energy and wind power. However, this 
competitive level can only be achieved if the capacity of the investment is 30MW or higher 
and if there are great solar conditions. The reason why Ripasso energy has not yet installed 
this type of power plant is that they have not received an order of this size (Larsson, 2014).  
 
 
Technology LCOE [$/kWh] 
Solar PV  0.14-0.36 
Wind power 0.06-0.11 
Stirling dish power plant 0.14  
Table 5. The LCOE levels for different renewable technologies (Irena – Solar Power, 2011; Irena – 
Wind Power, 2011; Larsson, 2014)  
 

4.1.4 Production Cost 
Cleanergy has a production cost of approximately $0.2 per installed kWh, but they believe it 
is possible to decrease their production cost by 50% to $0.1 per installed kWh. To achieve 
this they must build a power plant of 50MW, which would require 5000 engines with a 
capacity of 10kW per year for two years in a row. To reach this volume they have to invest in 
expensive equipment, which is necessary to obtain an efficient supply chain. To enable the 
expensive investments the company must find a financier and someone who can take the first 
order. Another necessary factor to maintain the production volume is that they constantly 
need to have an order; otherwise the production will stop, not making it possible to achieve 
this cost reduction. Even if the production increases to 5000 engines per year a large part of 
the manufacturing will be manual. If Cleanergy reaches a production of 100000 units the 
manufacturing can be automated which would lead to a strong reduction in the production 
costs. (Vestin, 2014) 
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To be able to decrease the production costs for the Stirling engine the combination of 
economy of scale, technical improvement and reliability needs to be achieved. The technical 
improvements increase the efficiency and with a higher efficiency a larger amount of 
electricity can be generated for the same cost. Thereby the price per installed capacity 
decrease. Economy of scale factors is important to further decline the price, which is required 
for the Stirling engine to be commercialised.  
 

4.1.5 Cost Parameters  
The most important cost parameters for the Stirling engine are economy of scale, effective 
supply chain, increased competition and technology advancement, see table 6. These 
parameters need to be optimised for the Stirling engine to be commercialised.  
 
 
Parameter Why important? 
Economy of scale Fix costs can be divided by a larger 

volume à decreases the cost per unit. 
The producers can negotiate and improve 
their agreements with subcontractors. 

Effective supply chain To obtain high production volume there 
must be an efficient supply chain 

Increased competition With increased competition the market 
price typically declines  

Technology advancement A higher efficiency à decrease the 
price/installed kWh 

Table 6. The important parameters for the costs  
 

4.2 Energy Market 
The energy market today is affected by an increased energy demand. Renewable energy is 
becoming more important because of more knowledge about global warming and climate 
changes. Sustainable development is defined by finding the balance between economic, social 
and ecological sustainability, which is becoming an important balance to find. More people 
today are thinking more long term when it comes to the energy market. This means that 
people are willing to choose an investment that is more expensive in order to achieve a more 
socially and ecologically sustainable investment. 200 years ago, when the Stirling engine was 
invented, the main focus on the energy market was the economic aspect. Due to climate 
changes and consciousness the energy market has matured and is valuing social and 
ecological sustainability which indicates that the Stirling engine have a good potentials for the 
future.  
 
For a new technology to succeed it requires a combination of different actors, which are 
customers, innovators, entrepreneurs, venture capitalists, exit markets and industrialist. 
Together these actors form a competence block, see figure 15. (Bauner, 2014) Customers are 
an important actor because it is important to know what the customers want when 
developing a new technology. The innovators are the actors that combine new and old 
technology to develop new products, and then the entrepreneurs select which products to 
invest in. For the entrepreneurs to invest they need external financing, which they receive 
from the venture capitalists. The venture capitalists however needs an exit market for 
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disposal where they can make a profit. If a new technology have all of these competences the 
industrialist can take over and implement scale production and distribution. (Eliasson, G.; 
Eliasson, Å., 2001)  

 
Figure 15. The competence block (Eliasson, G.; Eliasson, Å, 2001) 
 
For the Stirling engine to be competitive it requires economy of scale and therefore it is 
important that the Stirling engine achieves the required competence blocks. The Stirling 
engine has innovators and entrepreneurs but it requires customers, venture capitalists and exit 
markets before the industrialists can implement scale production and distribution. Both 
Cleanergy and Ripasso Energy have the possibility to build large power plants but have not 
received a first order, which indicates that they have innovators, entrepreneurs and the 
possibility to reach the industrialists but are missing customers, venture capitalists and exit 
markets. The entry barriers for the Stirling engine can thereby be identified as finding 
customers, venture capitalists and exit markets.  
 

4.2.1 China  
A country with huge influence on the energy market is China. This is due to their high 
population, developed technologies, GDP and governmental policies and investments. As 
illustrated in figure 6 the clean energy investments in Europe, Middle East, Africa and 
America fell for a second year in a row, but grew steadily in Asia and Oceania. China wants to 
appear as a high tech and modern country and in 2013 they attracted $54,2 billion in clean 
energy investments, see figure 18. This is one of the reasons why they implement and 
develop new technologies, which create a stimulating and interesting environment for new 
technology investors. Investments are the key factor for innovation, commercialisation, 
manufacturing and installation of clean energy technologies (Pew, 2013). Since China is the 
leading destination for investors it is a very interesting market for the Stirling engine. The 
high investments and governmental support can make it possible for the engine to be 
commercialised and find someone who can take the first necessary order for the costs to 
decrease.   
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When China entered the renewable energy market the global prices decreased and improved 
the economic needs. A sustainable society must also provide the social needs. The working 
conditions at many companies in China are not socially sustainable. There are employees that 
work long hours with a minimum wage and if they need to go to the toilet they must ask for 
permission (DN, 2005). Even though the production cost in China is less than in other 
countries it is important for companies to consider if their renewable energy provides a 
sustainable society.   
 
In 2011 China installed a large amount of solar PVs and wind turbines, and therefore 
increased the capacity and supply of renewable energy. Due to a growing population and 
governmental policies the demand of electricity from renewable technologies increased.
When the supply increase more than the demand the equilibrium price of a product 
decreases, but if the demand increase more than the supply the equilibrium price increases, 
see figure 16. Since China installed a large amount of capacity and the market price of both 
solar and wind power decreased, the supply increased more than the demand. 
 
 

 
Figure 16. Left side: a decrease in the equilibrium price. Right side: an increase in the equilibrium 
price (Bromley , 2007) 
 

4.2.2 Energy Market - Solar  
China is an important market for the solar Stirling dish technology, and for Cleanergy China 
is their highest priority market. China is an important market since the demand of renewable 
technology is very high in China compared to other countries. In 2011 Cleanergy built a 
power plant in China and the main objective of building the park was to demonstrate the 
function of the solar Stirling dish technology to potential customer and financiers. The park 
is also used for R&D. (Vestin, 2014) 
 
Cleanergys production and assembling is primarily located in Sweden and Europe. If China 
becomes the main customer to Cleanergy in the future, the production will gradually be 
moved into China. This would however be a long process since Cleanergy today have about 
one hundred subcontractors in Europe. It would thereby take some time to move the 
production to China since it is very important to keep the high quality. If the production and 
assembling would be located in China the costs for the production could be decreased. This 
since the subcontractors in China has lower labour costs. Even if the production and 
assembling will move to China in the future Cleanergy will not move their core skill from 
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Sweden. They believe it is important to maintain the core skill in Sweden to ensure that they 
will not lose control over the company. (Vestin, 2014) 
 
Besides the factor of decreased costs another reason for moving the production and 
assembling to China is the financial support from the government. Since the government in 
China have supported solar power projects, there is an opportunity for the solar Stirling dish 
technology to gain a corresponding programme of subsidies. If the Chinese government 
would subsidize 50% of the investment costs the opportunity for the first large order would 
increase. This would make it possible to obtain a competence block, where the government is 
the venture capitalists. To gain a governmental support the production must be located in 
China, this is because the government only subsidizes projects that creates work 
opportunities for the Chinese inhabitants. 
 

4.2.3 Energy Market - Biomass Fuel  
The existing Stirling engines combined with biomass fuel are small and used for R&D. Since 
the engines are small, see table 3, their main market are houses and villages with no electricity 
connections. Both Genoa Stirling and ÖkoFEN are working with small Stirling engines and 
are aiming to produce system that can produce enough power to make them economically 
attractive for these markets. To implement the Stirling engine in villages with no electricity 
could be very difficult. Many people living under these circumstances do not have a secure 
income and it is therefore a challenge for them to make a large investment that requires 
payment up front. If the engine would be produced for developing countries it would require 
large funding and investments in the countries where the engine will be used.  
 
 

 
Figure 17. Small-Distributed Capacity Investment by Country, 2013 (in US$ billions) (PEW, 
2014) 
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Figure 17 illustrates the investment by country of small-distributed capacity. Small-distributed 
capacity investments are defined as projects of less than 1 MW. Both Genoa Stirling and 
ÖkoFEN are focusing on projects that are less then 1 MW. As illustrated in the figure Japan 
was the leading country of small-distributed capacity investments in 2013, and United States 
was the second largest investor. Figure 18 illustrates the investment of clean energy by 
country and sector. China was the country with most investments in clean energy in 2013, but 
with no focus on biofuel. United States had the second largest amount of investments in 
clean energy in 2013, and was also the leading country in investment of biofuel.  
 
 

 
Figure 18. Investment by Country and Sector, 2013 (in US$ billions) (PEW, 2014) 
 
 
While China is a target market for the solar Stirling dish technology it has high entry barriers 
for the Stirling engine combined with biomass. This since the government in China does not 
invest much in biofuel and is not focusing on small-distributed capacity projects. Instead 
United States might be an interesting market for the Stirling engine combined with biomass. 
United States already invests in biofuel, which indicates that they have an interest in biomass 
technology, and they are also the second largest investor of small-distributed capacity 
investments.  
 

4.2.4 Market Parameters  
The most important parameters for the market of the Stirling engine are competence blocks, 
governmental polices and investments and target market see table 7. These parameters need 
to be examined before the Stirling engine can be commercialised.  
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Parameter Why important? 
Competence blocks 
 

For a new technology to succeed they 
need actors with different competence and 
objectives  

Governmental policies and 
investments 

New technology is expensive before it has 
been commercialised. Subsidies and 
investments can therefore support new 
technologies to be established  

Target market  By focusing on the right market the entry 
barriers decrease and a commercialisation 
can easier be achieved  

Table 7. The important parameters for the market  
 

4.3 Price-Based Pricing  
The price-based pricing model analyses what customers are willing to pay for a product. The 
target customers for the Stirling engine combined with solar energy or biomass are producers 
of electricity. The customers of many of these actors are consumers of electricity. Therefore 
by analysing the consumers’ behaviour the price and future demand on the Stirling engine 
can be analysed. The market for electricity can be divided into two parts, one for developed 
countries and one for developing countries.  
 
For the inhabitants in developed countries the use of electricity is an obvious necessity. In 
many developed countries, such as Sweden, the price of electricity is fairly cheap in relation to 
the real wages. In 2009 the Swedish households used an average of 3% of their disposable 
income to pay for electricity. (Villaägarna, 2012) The low price of electricity and the easy 
access to it results in a high consumption of electricity.  
 
The price of electricity is predicted to increase in the future, mostly because of an increased 
demand for electricity in emerging markets. This will especially affect the price of non-
renewable energy sources since there is a limited supply for these sources. If the demand 
increases the price will therefore increase. An increased price of electricity will most likely 
create anxiety among the inhabitants because of their reluctance to pay more for electricity. 
However, increased prices might lead to a decrease in the consumption. An increased price 
could therefore lead to a more sustainable use of electricity.  
 
In many developing countries a large amount of the inhabitants does not have access to 
electricity, and if they have access to electricity the cost for it is very expensive in relation to 
the inhabitants real wage. Due to the high prices and low accessibility to electricity the use of 
electricity is not as high as in developed countries.  
 
With an increased electricity price it is possible for more expensive technical solutions to 
enter the energy market. This since one of the entry barriers on the electricity market is the 
ability to compete with existing technical solutions. The Stirling engine has a high price and 
an increased electricity price would therefore be positive for the Stirling engine. However, 
because of the high price of the Stirling engine it might not be enough with an increase in the 
electricity price. Without a reduction in the costs for the engine it will be difficult to 
commercialise the engine.  
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If the Stirling engine cannot compete with price the focus should be on competing with its 
technical advantages and finding customers that can benefit from and pay for these 
advantages. The Stirling engine is nearly silent at full power, it can run completely on 
renewable energy, such as solar and biomass fuel, and it can be constructed to be 
maintenance free. The engines technical advantage of being a silent engine has been very 
important in submarines.  Submarines are supposed to be hard to find, and therefore using 
an engine that is silent is an important feature for submarines. (Van Arsdell, 2014) Another 
example where the technical advantages have been important is for ÖkoFEN. ÖkoFEN use 
the Stirling engines due to the fact that the engine can be maintenance free. That is an 
important factor for ÖkoFENs development since they are producing small systems used in 
houses and potentially in villages, and for these systems to be competitive they need to be 
easy to maintain.     
 

4.3.1 Demand Parameters  
The most important parameters for the demand of the Stirling engine are; customers and 
identify substitutes, see table 8. These parameters must be analysed to be able to understand 
the demand of the Stirling engine.  
 
Parameter Why important? 
Customers Understand the customers behaviour and 

preferences to identify a need of the 
Stirling engine  

Identify substitutes  By comparing it is possible to find the 
technology advancements and focus on 
them to achieve competitive advantages 

Table 8. The important parameters for the demand  
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5 Conclusion and Future Studies  

The new technology price model for the Stirling engine combined with solar and biomass is 
designed to analyse the costs, the market and the demand for the Stirling engine, with aim to 
identify the important parameters of why the Stirling engine technology presently is very 
expensive.  
 

• The major cost component of the Stirling engine is the cost for the heat exchanger. 
This is because the heat exchanger requires material that can obtain a high 
temperature difference under high pressure, and the materials that can do so are very 
expensive. Instead of reducing the costs for these materials the producers of the 
Stirling engine focuses on technical improvements to increase the efficiency of the 
engine. A higher efficiency will decrease the production costs per generated electricity. 
Established companies are also focusing on economy of scale and effective supply 
chain management to decrease their costs. These companies are not accepting orders 
under a certain capacity because economy of scale and effective supply chain 
management requires a certain volume before it can affect the price.  

 
• One result from analysing the energy market for the Stirling engine is that a complete 

competence block needs to be achieved for a new technology to succeed on the 
energy market. Another important result is that different governmental polices and 
investments need to be identified to be able to find a target market for the Stirling 
engine. The actors that are missing to form a complete competence block for the 
Stirling engine are customers, venture capitalists and an exit market. To overcome 
these entry barriers a possible target market for the Stirling dish technology is China, 
and a possible target market for the Stirling engine combined with biomass is United 
States.  

 
• The demand for the Stirling engine is based on customers and substitutes. The result 

from this analyse is that today there are many substitutes that have economic 
advantages over the Stirling engine. Therefore the focus should be on competing with 
its technical advantages and finding customers that can benefit from and pay for these 
advantages. 

 
The results from this report indicate that the Stirling engine can be commercialised, but the 
parameters that have been identified with the new technology price model need to be 
optimised before this can occur.   
 
Future studies within this subject could be to further analyse different substitutes to the 
Stirling engine. By a detailed investigation of the substitutes it is possible to identify where the 
Stirling engines competitive advantages has the greatest benefit, and where the Stirling engine 
has the possibility to be commercialised.  
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Appendix 1.  Interviews 

 
Gunnar Larsson, Ripasso Energy 
Date: April 23, 2014 
The following interview was conducted by phone with Gunnar Larsson, CEO at Ripasso 
Energy 
 
We read that you believe it is possible to reach a LCOE level of 0.14 $/kWh for a power plant with 
capacity 30MW. When and how do you think this is possible? 
We already have the possibility to install a power plant with this capacity. For now we are 
looking for financiers and investors. However a LCOE level of 0.14 $/kWh can only be 
achieved with a capacity of 30MW and great solar conditions, similar to the conditions in 
South Africa and Chile.  
 
The most important parameter in cost reduction is the capacity of the installation, economy 
of scale. We are not accepting any orders if the capacity is under 3MW. By producing a 
power plant under 3MW the price per Stirling engine that we produce, will not be 
competitive or profitable.   
 
Brent H. Van Arsdell, American Stirling Company 
Date: April 24, 2014 
The following interview was conducted by phone with Brent H. Van Arsdell, president of the 
American Stirling Company.  
 
Why do you think the engine is expensive? Has high production costs?  
The problem with the Stirling engine is that you need to use materials that can stand high 
temperatures under high pressure. And the materials that can do that are very expensive.  
 
What are your thoughts about the future for the Stirling engine combined with solar dishes or biomass? 
Do you think the price can be reduced so it can be commercialized and profitable? 
I believe that today is the right time for green energy but because of the high cost for the 
material it would be really hard for the Stirling engine to be commercialized. The competition 
is increasing, for example the price of solar panels is declining and other technical products 
are being developed. I believe that the Stirling engine will remain a niched product- used for 
applications where they can compete with their technological advancements, for example in 
submarines.  
 
What are the technological advancements for the Stirling engine?  
They are quiet, which is one reason for why they ate used in submarines. They can be 
constructed to be maintenance free. And they can rum completely on renewable energy.  
 
Alexander Vestin, Cleanergy 
Date: April 28, 2014 
The following interview was conducted by phone with Alexander Vestin, Business Developer 
at Cleanergy.  
 
What is the use of the Stirling Dish power plant that Cleanergy installed in China 2012? 
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It is a demonstration park with a total capacity of 110 kW and 10 units. The main objective 
of the park is to demonstrate the function of the Stirling dish technology for potential 
customers and financiers. Cleanergy are also using the park for R&D.  
 
Why did Cleanergy move into China?  
The main objective was not to reduce the production costs since Cleanergy does not produce 
any parts of the engine in China. All of our subcontractors are mostly located in Sweden and 
the rest in Europe. The reason for choosing China for the demonstration park was that it is 
our priority market due to the high demand of renewable technologies. But if China will be 
the main customer in the future, the production will gradually be moved into China. This is a 
long process since all the one hundred subcontractors must be located in China and obtain a 
very high quality and reliability level. If the production and assembling would be moved to 
China the costs for the production could decrease. Even if the production are being moved 
will we never move our “core skill” from Sweden to ensure that we will not lose control over 
the company. Besides the factor of decreased costs another reason fore moving the 
production and assembling to China is the financial support from the government.  
 
Do you believe Cleanergy can reduce the production cost? 
Cleanergy has a production cost over 0.2$/kWh, but we believe it is possible to decrease this 
production cost to 0.01$/kWh. But to make it possible we most produce 50 MW each year in 
24 months. To maintain this production volume we have to invest in expensive equipment, 
which is necessary to obtain a flow in the production. To enable the expensive investments 
we must find a financier or someone how can take the first order. To obtain this production 
volume we must constantly have an order.  
 
Even though the production increases to 5000 engines per year a large part of the 
manufacturing will be manual. When there is a production of 100.000 units the 
manufacturing can be automated and production costs can strongly decrease. The costs may 
also decrease with an improved efficiency, since the price per installed capacity decrease.  It is 
the combination of high installed capacity, technical improvements and reliability that we 
believe that the production cost may decrease with 50%.  
 
Company A 
Date: April 28, 2014 
The following interview was conducted by phone.  
 
What is the price and electrical output of your engine, and which heat source it is compatible with?  
We produce two engines and both are compatible with biomass. One engine has the electrical 
output of 1kWe and the price is 16500 dollar. The other engine has the electrical output of 
3kWe and the price is 19300 dollar 
 
Company B 
Date: April 28, 2014 
The following interview was conducted by phone.  
 
What is the price and electrical output of your engine, and which heat source it is compatible with?  
Our engine has the electrical output of 3kWe, the price is 13000 dollar and it is compatible 
with solar dish technology.  
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Company C 
Date: April 28, 2014  
The following interview was conducted by phone.  
 
Do you produce Stirling engines suitable with biomass and/or solar? Any other?  
We produce Stirling engines compatible with solar, biomass, gas and diesel.  
 
What is the difference between those engines?  
The external parts- the heat source is the difference. The internal parts of the engine are 
always the same.  
 
What is the percentage division of your costs for the engine?  
The heat exchangers: 40% of the total cost  
Pistons, rotator, cylinder and generator: 36% of the total cost 
Absorber for the movement, springs, helium and wiring: 24% of the total cost  
 
 
Company D 
Date: April 28, 2014 
The following interview was conducted by phone.  
 
What is the percentage division of your costs for the engine?  
The heat exchangers: 38% of the total cost  
Pistons, rotator, cylinder and generator: 32% of the total cost 
Absorber for the movement, springs, helium and wiring: 30% of the total cost 
 
 
Michael Skutt, Kockums  
Date: April 28, 2014 
The following interview was conducted by phone with Michael Skutt.  
 
Do you think the price can be reduced so it can be commercialized and profitable?  
It will be very difficult to commercialize the Stirling engine and the companies that are trying 
to do so are facing big challenges. I however believe that it is possible to implement the 
engine in a smaller scale and to sell the engine to less price sensitive costumers.  
 
Miriam Gahleitner, ÖkoFEN  
Date: April 28, 2014 
The following interview was conducted by phone with Miriam Gahleitner, working with 
product management at ÖkoFEN.  
 
What is you major focus area and what projects are you working on today?  
We are mainly focusing on the development of the pellet burner. We combine the pellet 
burner with a Stirling engine that we buy from Microgen.  Today we are only working with 
prototypes and we will continue with that for at least two more years. The prototypes are 
installed in smaller houses in Europe.  
 
Why are you using the Stirling engine?  
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The mayor reason is that the engine is maintenance free. Since we install low power systems 
we need to produce systems that have low maintenance for the systems to be competitive.  
 
Have the Stirling engine worked well?  
Microgen produce reliable products and it has worked well. However it is to early on in the 
project to say anything about the maintenance costs. The engine should be maintenance free, 
which means that there should be no maintenance for 50.000 hours.  
 
Do you think the Stirling engine combined with biomass can be commercialized?  
For the engine to be able to be commercialized the price need to decrease, which requires 
funding from specific countries so that the engine can enter the energy market.   
 
David Bauner, The Royal Institute of Technology  
Date: 30/4-2014 
The following interview was conducted with David Bauner, researcher within Industrial 
Dynamics at the Royal Institute of Technology.   
 
Why do you think some technologies succeed and some don’t?  
One theory that can be used to analyze that is the competence block theory. Gunnar and Åsa 
Eliasson developed the theory, and it states that a new technology requires customers, 
innovators, entrepreneurs, venture capitalists, exit markets and industrialist to succeed.  
 
 
 
 


